
REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS

A Handbook of Psychiatry. By John H. Ewen, M.R.C.P. (Ed.), D.P.M.,
Assistant Medical Officer, Surrey County Hospital, Netherne. London:
Bailliere, Tindall and Cox. 1933. Pp. 267. Price 12s. 6d.

THIS useful volumc presents in the form of a synopsis the principles of modern
psychiatry and epitomises the more recent work on the subject. We agree
that owing to lack of knowledge regarding axtiology and pathology in many
forms of mental disturbance no really satisfactory classification of mental
diseases has yet been attained. The main classification adopted is that of the
Clinical Psychiatry Sub-Committee of the Royal Medico-Psychological
Association, 1932. Other classifications are also discussed briefly, including
the actiological (Clouston and Tuke), the physiological (WVernicke), the
psychological (Pritchard, Helmroth and Ziehen), and the symptomatological;
also that of the Board of Control, 1932. The chapter on vrtiology is well
arranged and includes summaries of the views of Freud, Jung, Kempf and
Adler. As regards heredity, no neurologist will agree with the statement that
statistics indicate that epilepsy shows an inherited taint in 80 per cent. of cases
and that transmission is frequently direct. It is not quite clear if this is
intended only to apply to gross epilepsy with psychotic changes, for it is
certainly not true of epilepsy considered as a whole. The bodily types
differentiated by Kretschmer are summarised and delusions and hallucina-
tions well analysed. Separate chapters deal with disorders of memory and
insomnia, including narcolepsy. The doubtful wtiology of schizophrenia is
emphasized by the fact that no less than nine theories of causation are
mentioned, ranging from a habitual tendency to introspection (Jung) to focal
sepsis (Cotton).

Paraphrenia is rightly accorded a separate section. The absence in
many cases of a constitutional basis and of previous mental instability, as
well as the prominence of the characteristic symptoms, justifies the separation
of involutional melancholia from the melancholic phase of manic-depressive
psychosis. It is interesting to note, in view of a recent pronouncement, that
no menition of drugs of the barbituric series is made in the section dealing with
' psychoses due to drugs.'

Chronic hallucinatory psychosis, defined as a prominent hallucinosis
with little disturbance of mind in other directions, is dealt with separately,
although it is admitted that some difference of opiinion exists as to its being a
clinical entity. A valuable chapter is that dealing with ' psychosis associated
with physical disorder.' It is interesting to find the definite statement, a
fact of which few are aware, that in Addison's (pernicious) anaemia mental
symptoms may occur before any anacmia is manifest. The estimation that
mental symptoms occur in 60 to 85 per cent. of cases of cerebral tumour
appears far too high and is evidently judged more from a psychiatric than a
neurological standpoint. The statement that in the acute stage of encepha-
litis lethargica the cerebrospinal fluid, among other changes, ' rarely shows '
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a positive Wassermann reaction is very misleading; otherwise, the features
of this disease are well described. The alternative classifications of the
psyehoneuroses (Freud, Janet, etc.) are discussed and the main features of
each variety epitomised.

A section is devoted to Mtental Deficiency and a further one to the
important subject of the legal relations of mental disorder. In the latter the
McNaughton ruling of 1843 is reviewed as well as the civil responsibility of the
insane. A useful paragraph is that on the examination of patients accused
of a crime.

This book can be strongly recommended as a handy work of reference,
and to those who wish to become familiar with modern views and nomen-
clature in psychiatry but who cannot spare the time to read the larger
textbooks. Also, it will be valuable especially for revision purposes to those
reading for a Diploma in Psychological Medicine and similar examinations.

Personality, Many in One. By James XVinfred Bridges. Boston: Strat-
ford Co. 1933. Price $2.

THE author has taken a ramble in the fields of psychology, and Personality,
Mlany in One, describes the book exactly.

In his travels he has wandered from simple facts of academic psychology
as far as the neuroses, Jung's types and psychoses. He bases his pork on the
assumption that the primitive character lacks organization and consequent
direction. and lays stress on the importance of synthesis, and organization of
the various mental components. Interference and integration and un-
directed organization give birth in his opinion to the embryo of psycho-
pathology. As far as we can make out, the author disagrees with the concept
of the unconscious according to Freudian interpretation, and this disagree-
ment is probably responsible for the absence of reference to Freud. He lays
emphasis on the fact that there is no gap between the normal and abnormal,
but that they grade into each other by imperceptible degrees. He also points
out that mental ability is not determined by quantity of cells and tissue, but
rather by neural plasticity and ability of building up a complex organisation.
He believes that the idea of character and successful synthesis of personality is
the persistence of motivation, which is the outcome of organisation, a product
of training and experience. He refers to the work of Berman and MIacAuliffe
on the importance of the endocrine factor in the successful integration of
personality, anid mentions the work of Robert Sandek on the importance of
graphology in diagnosis of character. As the author truly states that any
book is good to a reader if he can abstract something useful from it, this book
should prove of value to the student of psychology. There is a useful index,
and a copious bibliography.
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The Treatment of Functional Nerve Cases by the Method of Neuro-
Induction. By Leonard Jnkster, MI.A., M.R.C.S. London: H. K. Lewis
and Co. 1933. Pp. 73. Price 3s. 6d.

NEURO-INDIUCTION is here presented to the general practitioner, who may
require to treat ' functional ' cases as a method ' asserted to be both powerful
and almost invariably pleasant to the patient.'

The technique is simple: total relaxation of mind and body is secured;
and this is accompanied by a 'hyperconsciousness of the mentality.' The
operator by suggcstion and explanation then introduces ' philosophic con-
siderations ' calculated to induce ease in thinking. Ease in thinking is right
thinking, we are told, and is 'logically bound to be so because our whole
analysis of what is right thought is based on discovering what thoughts make
men's minds easy.' The logic or value of this method is not immediately
obvious. It bears a striking resemblance to hypnotic treatment, although
Dr. Inkster distinguishes the two. He adds, however, that 'we need not
bother very much about whether neuro-induction might or mnight not possibly
bc called a sort of hypnotism.' E. A. B.

Forty Years of Psychiatry. By William A. White, M.D., Sc.D. New York
and Washington: Nervous and Mental Disease Publishing Company.
1933. Pp. 154. Price $3.

DR. WV. A. WIHITE is a distinguished American psychiatrist, many of whose
writings are well known to physicians in this country. In the present volume
he has aimed at giving a picture of the progress and advances in psychological
medicine in America from the beginning of the present century. The result
is a stimulating book which should be read by every worker in this field.

XWithin the compass of 154 pages the author draws clear-cut pictures of
all the principal advances; thus, the transition from the humanitarian to the
scientific period, the modern mental hospital, the advent and growth of
psychoanalysis, the increasing acceptance of the psychological factor in
general medicine, mental hygiene and child guidance clinics are but a few of
the developments described. Dr. White is peculiarly well fitted to write
such a book since he himself has played a conspicuous part in many of the
advances. With Dr. Jelliffe he launched The Psychoanalytic Reviezw in 1913
when the number of adherents to that movement were few. Any develop-
ment which promised a better understanding of the nature of mental illness
or nmental health has always had the advantage of the author's powerful
advocacy. In regard to the future he expresses himself as confident that
psychological medicine will continuc to present in its results some important
and significant additions to scientific knowledge. J. F.
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